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What is an Abstract Photograph?

Abstract photography, sometimes called non-objective, experimental or conceptual 
photography, is a means of depicting a visual image that does not have an immediate 
association with the object world and that has been created through the use of selective 
composition, photographic equipment, processes or materials.

While many commonly observed photography rules don't apply, a good abstract photo 
always has a clear, structural design. A lot of thought goes into the order, placement, and 
balance between shapes, patterns, textures, and even colours within an abstract image.



Why Abstract Landscape?
This may be controversial, but I will say it anyway: 
It is time to consider whether the world needs any more iterations of the famous, done-to-
death, iconic, “big landscape” compositions. An online image search using keywords like 
“Mesa Arch,” “Yosemite Tunnel View” or “Tetons barn” will yield vast numbers of cookie-
cutter, cliché pictures. Though some of these may be perfectly executed and may be valid as 
technical exercises for photographers learning the craft, at the end of the day they most often 
boil down to formulaic knock-offs of someone else’s original creativity. Photographs like 
these tell us little about the photographer’s own personal creative vision, and while they 
presumably seek to convey the beauty and serenity of wide-open wild places, they have too 
often been made while standing shoulder-to-shoulder with a mob of photographers jockeying 
for the classic perspective. 

An infinite number of creative abstract landscape photography compositions are out there just 
waiting to be discovered……

(Justin Black 2019)



What is an Abstract Landscape?

A photograph taken of a landscape that doesn’t look like a normal landscape
Something that isn’t a landscape that seems to be a landscape
An element of a landscape taken out of context
An element of a landscape made to look like something it is not

A landscape image that demands a closer look to see what is going on
An image that conveys the sense of a landscape, not a literal representation of a landscape



• Use of monochrome 
and cropping



• inspired by Giaciomelli



• Point of view



• Simplicity



• Even simpler - photographic composition is often about what to leave out  - rather than what to include



• Mountainside?



• No - a close crop of rocks by the sea



• Crop to remove reference points



• Crop to remove reference points



• No reference point for 
any sense of scale



• Ambiguity of form: Take a second look - its not what you thought!



• 20cm high



• Several metres high



• Tulip fields



• Intentional Camera Movement



• Intentional Camera Movement



• Intentional Camera Movement



• Intentional Camera Movement



• Intentional Camera Movement - composite
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• Ambiguity by point of view and absence of familiar reference points



• Minimalism!



• Pattern



• Pattern



• Pattern



• Branscombe - Double exposure



• New York - Double exposure



• Compressing distance with telephoto



• through a misty window
can also try dirty or 
frosty windows

The scene is unclear forcing the viewer to fill in the story with their own imagination



• Something that looks like a landscape but which is something else.



• Minimalism - selecting an element from a scene but still conveying the sense of place



• Minimalism - selecting an element from a scene but still conveying the sense of place
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